SOLUTION BRIEF

Securonix Cloud Connectors

Extend and Enhance Security Against Cloud Threats
Detect Cloud Threats

As organizations adopt cloud infrastructure and services, detecting and responding to malicious activity becomes challenging. Cloud business applications generate huge volumes of data. Without an integrated solution that collects and detects potential threats across all cloud data, you have limited security visibility and increase your organizational risk.

Our Approach

Securonix cloud-native SIEM seamlessly integrates with your cloud applications and environments giving you complete security visibility. Securonix monitors activity occurring in your cloud applications and across your infrastructure to detect and respond to possible cybersecurity threats. Using advanced analytics, Securonix correlates various cloud-based and on-premises data sources for end-to-end visibility across your entire IT environment.

Cloud Connectors Benefits

Gain Complete Visibility Into Your Cloud Data

Securonix cloud connectors within the Next-Gen SIEM gives you an easy integration for your cloud data that eliminates cloud blind spots.

Investigate and Respond to Cloud Threats

Collect data for security context with cloud connectors for your cloud applications. Securonix monitors and analyzes security events to detect malicious activity in the cloud in near real-time.

Maintain Regulatory Compliance

Cloud logs can be reliably gathered from numerous cloud sources with Securonix Next-Gen SIEM using cloud collectors, giving you the visibility you need to satisfy your regulatory needs. With Securonix compliance capabilities your team can start to monitor for compliance violations in the cloud right away.
Cloud Connectors

Simplify Data Collection, Detection, and Response in the Cloud

With cloud connectors, organizations gain a direct connection from their cloud apps and environments to the Securonix Next-Gen SIEM. Cloud connectors help security teams gain insights with built-in cloud connectors and out of the box API integrations.

Securonix gathers log data from clients’ cloud apps, analyzes it, and not only detects assaults but also provides an integrated automated response for quick remediation. With Securonix cloud connectors and out-of-the-box integrations, you gain faster time to value with greater cloud application and service visibility.

• **Built-in connectors**: Built-in connectors allow you to investigate and respond to threats quickly, accurately, and efficiently within the Securonix UI. Over a hundred built-in cloud connectors let you ingest data from a variety of sources across your hybrid infrastructure, giving you a complete picture of risk in your organization.

• **API integrations**: Integrate with key cloud service providers such as Salesforce, Box, and Okta to offer context and immediately identify cloud risks.

• **Bidirectional integrations**: To reduce reaction time, use bidirectional security integrations and automation, including third-party cloud security products like ServiceNow, SentinelOne and many more.

For more information about Securonix, schedule a demo at: [www.securonix.com/request-a-demo](http://www.securonix.com/request-a-demo).